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The main inspiration for Samuel Wilkinson’s Hoof table derives from the
feet which are sharpened at the ends producing a striking yet functional
detail. The word ‘hoof’ originates from the protective part of the feet of
ungulate animals. In contrast to most tables, the leg ends of Hoof are 
left in natural wood to avoid the paint from chipping off from being 
either kicked or knocked when cleaning.

The foot detail is created by reversing the usual manufacturing process.
Most furniture that have a painted section and a natural part are 
initially assembled, then masked off, and painted. Hoof stands out by 
being painted first and then trimmed back to reveal the natural grain. 
The table has emerged from continuous exploration and development 
of production techniques to create a fresh aesthetic. Another detail that 
stands out when you experience the table is the soft rolled edge. The 
fine edge is created from the soft chamfer being on the top and bottom. 
This also gives the tables a tactile feel and clearly shows that the tables 
are made from solid wood.

& much of Wilkinson’s design carry references to nature and the beauti-
ful, unimaginable creations found in the scenery.

Product type  Lounge table. 

Production Process  The Hoof table is made from solid oak. The leg ends
 of the laqcuered tables are left in natural wood by
 cutting them after laqcuering to reveal the natural
 grain of the wood.

Environment  Indoor.

Dimensions ( cm / in )  Ø: 90cm/35.4in x H: 40cm/15.7in.

Weight ( kg )  8.4 kg.

Materials  Solid oak with a brushed surface.

Colours  Solid smoked oiled oak.
 Solid white oiled oak.
 Solid black stained oak (RAL 9005).

Cleaning Instructions  Please download our Material Cleaning Instructions
 through www.andtradition.com

Package Dimensions (cm / in) H: 6.0cm/2.4in x W: 107.0cm/42.1in x D: 94.0cm/37in.
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